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Two Remarkable Finds from the Dominy Shop

A Dominy Gauging and Wantage Rod

by Carl Bopp

Thirty-seven years have passed since *With Hammer in Hand, The Dominy Craftsmen of East Hampton, New York* by Charles F. Hummel was first published. In that ground-breaking book, Charles told about three generations of Dominy craftsmen (from circa 1760 to 1840) who primarily made furniture and clocks for a living. Illustrated in the book are other articles made in the Dominy shop for family use, such as a wooden bowl made of a burl from an apple tree and a swift to wind wool yarn. For tool collectors, the book is a treasure trove, as it documents the largest collection from one source of mid-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century tools, patterns, and shop equipment that exists to this day. The Dominys bought or bartered for some of the tools in their shop, but a large number, including planes, spokeshares, bevels, and marking gauges, they made themselves. To many of us, *With Hammer in Hand* is like a tool encyclopedia to be read over and over again.

It's surprising, however, that in all these years since the book was published, very few other tools that could be attributed to the Dominys have become known. Recently, a hatchet made by one of the Dominys.

Continued on page 52

A Dominy Family Agricultural/Textile Tool

by Charles F. Hummel

Like so many craftsmen working in rural areas of colonial America and the New Republic, the Dominys of East Hampton, New York, also owned and derived income from a hundred-acre farm. Thanks to EAIAS members Carl Bopp and Ken Hopfet, I received an early holiday treat in December 2004. A hatchet bearing the date 1822, the initial “ND” in a rectangle, and “Dominy” in a serrated edge rectangle was brought to Winterthur for examination and photography (Figures 1, 2, and 3).

During their productive lifetimes, Nathaniel Dominy IV (1787–1812), Nathaniel Dominy V (1770–1852), and Felix Dominy (1800–1868), made quantities of agricultural tools and equipment. Prior to the appearance of this hatchet, no examples of agricultural tools attributed or documented to the Dominys' shop had surfaced. Given the fact that all of the tools bearing Dominy initials and/or stamps, plus dates, have been owned by one or more of the craftsmen, it is most likely that this hatchet was made for their family use.

By 1822, Nathaniel IV had been dead for ten years, and Felix Dominy was focusing on clock and watch work or other metalwork. This hatchet, therefore, was probably made by Nathaniel Dominy V. The name stamp.

Continued on page 50

Figure 1 (right). A hatchet (also called hatchet, hackle) with its original cover, probably made by Nathaniel Dominy V for family use. Cherry, white pine, and iron, overall length: 20 inches (base); depth, 5 1/4 inches; height (to top of nails): 5 1/4 inches. Collection of Kenneth Hopfet.

Except as noted all photographs Charles Hummel.
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complishment and ownership indicated by the date and name stamps on the board, it is highly probable that the board was intended to be fastened to another surface when in use. A white pine box fastened to the board with long, flexible, wrought iron hooks, provides a protective cover for the spikes (Figure 5). The birch molding plane used by Nathaniel V to make quarter round or ovolo molding on the upper edge of the hatchel board, however, was made by Nathaniel IV in 1768 (Figures 6–7).²³

According to the *Oxford English Dictionary*, a hatchel is an instrument for combing out the fibers of flax of hemp. "Hatchel" is derived from the late fifteenth-century Middle English word, "hackle," probably meaning "to prick, pierce, stab." The same tools can also be referred to as a "hatchet."²⁴ Although there are six references in Dominy accounts to this type of tool, only once in 1820, is it referred to as a "hackle."²⁵ The earliest notation occurred in 1769 when Nathaniel IV charged two shillings-three pence for making "1 Hatchel Board." Nathaniel V charged four shillings-six pence in 1814, and six shillings-six pence in 1827, "To make Hatchel board and set teeth in Do [ditto]."²⁶

The discovery of this hatchel provides a reminder of the importance of flax, hemp, and linen to not only the Dominy family, but to so many Americans of the colonial period through the mid-nineteenth century. In *A History of American Manufactures from 1608 to 1860*, J. Leander Bishop stated that in 1810, "It was probable that two-thirds of... cloth, including hosiery, house and table line, used by inhabitants outside of the cities, was the product of family manufactures."²⁷ Victor Clark noted "Until 1810, the manufacture of flax was the best established and most widely distributed textile industry in the country;... confined mainly to the household." In 1824, New York State alone manufactured 14,460,000 yards of homemade cloth.²⁸

From 1986 to 1988, *The Chronicle* published articles or notes related to flax processing, linen production,
and related implements. The earliest articles, by William B. Sprague, a founder of EAIA, described the process of converting flax plants to fibers ready for spinning into yarn to be used for weaving into linen cloth.8

Part of the quality of life enjoyed by the Dominy family is revealed by entries in their accounts. On the credit side of Nathaniel IV and V's ledgers, a partial listing shows customers paying them as follows:

- by Flax seed to sow [1785]
- by 5 1/2 lb. of flax at 9d [1770]
- by Carting out Flax [1785]
- by 4 1 lb. of flax [1810]
- by do [weaving] 21 yds of Linnen [1770]
- by weav[ing] 18 [yds] of Chek linen [1770]
- by weaving 54 1/2 yds of linen in 36 Reed [1785]
- by weaving 26 yds Linen in 33 Reed [1790]
- by weaving 14 1/2 yds of Chek linen [1790]
- by 27 yds linen 54 Reed [1810]9

The owner of the Dominy hatchel obtained it from an antiques shop in Silverdale, Pennsylvania. Silverdale is a small community on Route 309. The dealer from whom it was obtained and its owner readily admit that they hadn't a clue about the significance of the Dominy name stamped on the hatchel board. As noted above, if not for Carl Bopp being at a tool collectors’ gathering where the hatchel was brought to his attention, this evidence of the Dominy's production of agricultural tools and equipment might still be hidden. During their productive years, Nathaniel IV and V made three plow frames, three “great” or “large” harrows, three ox yokes, a greater number of neck yokes, three dung fork handles, sixteen pitch fork handles, thirty-five grain cradles, and one hundred and twenty wooden rakes. These figures do not include the extensive number of repairs they made to agricultural tools and equipment.

How did this hatchel, made for family use, get to Silverdale, Pennsylvania? Dominy descendants moved to upstate New York, Ohio, and points west, but not to Pennsylvania. Prior to their purchase by Winterthur in the 1960s, the tools were on loan to the East Hampton Historical Society. On numerous occasions, this writer has been informed by East Hampton residents that when it became known that the collection would be sold, a process known in military circles as “midnight requisition” took place. If so, one can be hopeful that in the future, other examples of the Dominy's handiwork will come to light.

Notes
2. *Hammer in Hand*, Figure 78D, 118-114.
5. Account Book B, 1762-1844, Nathaniel IV and Nathaniel Dominy V. Downs Collection 265, MS.59x9a, 9, 18, 32, 58, 60.
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was found. Charles Hummel describes that tool in this issue of The Chronicle. When I examined this hatchel with Charles, I was reminded that there was another great Dominy tool at the Independence Seaport Museum in Philadelphia.*

That museum has in its collection a gauging and wantage rod that was made by Nathaniel Dominy IV in 1763 (Figure 1). This tool was given to the Philadelphia Maritime Museum (the predecessor to the Independence Seaport Museum) in 1990 by a museum volunteer, who said he had had it for years and didn’t remember where he had gotten it from.†

This gauging rod is a four-sided stick 40 1/2 inches long. It is 3/4 inch square at one end and tapers to about 5/8 inch square and then to a flat point that is brass bound at the other end. The museum lists it as “probably cherry” wood and describes it as follows:

Inscribed with three scales, one on each side and fourth side has wantage table. #1 – Inches scale to 36”; #2 – scale for wine to 160 gallons; #3 – scale for beer to 120 gallons; #4 – wantage tables break down into table for Hogshead 108 W (wine) gallons; tirs (tiers) of wine 64 gallons; barrel of 32 gallons.

The museum accession card also notes:
The stick has two scales; one for beer and the other for wine [Figure 2] because they were measured by different sized gallons until c 1810–20, when the British standardized the measures. The stick also has a series of tables –known as wantage tables to measure what the barrel ‘wants of being full’ or what is missing.

The most incredible thing about this tool is its inscription. Taking up a space of 12 1/8 inches is this engraving:

1763 xxx Made By Nath: Dominy y: 3d Eaphamton Long Jland x for Cap Nathaniel Baker Sep’ y: 19th AD 1763 x.

*Figure 2. A detail of the Dominy gauging rod showing part of the wine scale. Photograph courtesy the Independence Seaport Museum, Philadelphia. Gift of Philip Allen, ISM 90.34.
(Note that the first 1763 is sideways to the rest of the inscription and under it are three touch marks. See Figure 3.) Nathaniel abbreviated his own first name but showed respect to the captain, who had the same name, by spelling out his name in full. (Note also the use of the Old English long “S” where “f” is used to represent the long “S.”) This gauging and vantage rod has been confirmed to have come from the Dominy shop. The Winterthur Museum has in its Dominy collection, some of the original die stamps used to mark the scales and measurements on it.

This tool is dated three months earlier (September 19, 1763) than the oldest dated Dominy tool, a smoothing plane dated December 95, 1763. (The plane is illustrated in With Hammer in Hand.) Both of these tools and a book, The Mariner's New Calendar (London 1761), owned by Nathaniel share similar wording on them. The plane, made of satinwood, is marked, “Nathaniel Dominy /Y° 3d Joyner [owner?] Decembe’/Ye 25 th AD 1763.”

Charles points out in With Hammer In Hand, “Like other Presbyterians of the period, it was business as usual for Nathaniel Dominy on Christmas Day, with no observance of a holiday. Instead he spent it finishing this plane.” On the inside cover of The Mariner's New Calendar, Nathaniel wrote, “Nathaniel Dominy Y° 3d /His Kalender Bought of M' Bird at/New Port June ye29th AD 1762/ Price 5£ old Tenner.” Charles notes that “Nathaniel IV used the designation “Y° 3d” because both his grandfather, Nathaniel II, and father, Nathaniel III, were still living and using the designations of senior and junior.”

Nathaniel Baker III, for whom the gauging rod was made, was from a well-known Easthampton, Long Island, N.Y., family. His father was Thomas Baker II. Nathaniel was baptized December 24, 1699, and he married Sarah (Ludlow or Ludlam) on November 16, 1721. He inherited his father's property when his father died in 1735. Nathaniel's wife died in 1768, and he died January 14, 1772. He was referred to in Easthampton records as “Capt.” or “Esq.”

Nathaniel Baker was a customer of the Dominys. Entries in the Dominy's account book list things that he bought from them. Unfortunately, his entries start in Book B in 1767. Earlier entries, including 1763, would have been in Book A, which has never been found.

From the wording on this gauging rod, I believe that it was a presentation piece, given to the Captain, rather than something that was sold to him. In either case, this gauging rod is a rare find. It, and the hatchet that was recently found, should remind us to keep an eye open for what else might be out there from the Dominy Shop.

**Notes**

2. The Dominy reconstructed clock and woodworking shops, along with a very large collection of original tools, patterns, shop equipment, and products from the Dominys, are displayed at the Winterthur Museum, Winterthur, Delaware.
4. Accession card no. 90.34, Independence Seaport Museum.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Hummel, 124, figure 92.
8. Hummel, 123.

**Author**

Carl Bopp occasionally writes about tools made in Philadelphia for *The Chronicle* in his column "Made in PHILADA." In this issue, he has taken a different approach and written about a tool that is in a museum in that city.